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  Description

  There are additional package vars you can define to name the 2nd and 3rd sensor differently, and to connect with a changed password on the ld2410b devices (you should use the app HLKRadarTool to change the password). It only exposes 1 entity for occupancy ( or presence if you prefer) but it is still possible to configure the sensitivity etc. If you receive a product damaged during shipment, please notify us within the 3 days of you receive the product, supported by the proper pictures and description. The Hi-Link LD2410 Presence Sensor actually has three available versions released, although the core functionality is the same. The following code is a full configuration example for the LD2410/LD2410B/LD2410C presence sensor attached to an ESP32 Board.
By creating automations, you can define specific actions to be triggered when the presence status changes. Most of these are pretty self explanatory, although some differentiation is needed between the radar entities.I’m not sure why somebody specified the B model, because the C model also has bluetooth, etc it’s just in a more friendly form factor. Its working principle is to use FMCW frequency-modulated continuous waves to detect human targets in the set space. DEVICE_still_distance' name : still - type : horizontal-stack cards : - type : entity entity : 'sensor.
If the item comes direct from a manufacturer, it may be delivered in non-retail packaging, such as a plain or unprinted box or plastic bag. But other than that it is a very clear article, I had not yet come across defining zones and I will certainly incorporate them into my config.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Hi, I’m trying to use this on a raspberry pi with home assistant but RPI-4 is not able to see this device (sudo bluetoothctl devices shows a list of devices but not the MAC for lb2410b). We recommend that you always read the product labels, warnings, and directions before using any product.
These tutorials cover a wide range of topics and aim to assist you in making the most of your purchases. First, you need to decide on the LD2410 model and form factor, which will impact how you approach attaching the sensor to an ESP32 Board. Once the installation is complete, connect your device to your Wi-Fi network to ensure seamless communication with Home Assistant. The entities “ radar detection distance” and “ radar moving distance” provide the target distance in centimeters.Zone 2 starts where Zone 1 ends, so if Zone 2 is set to 300cm, it detects presence from 50 to 300cm measured from the sensor.
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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